* 4 Days 3 Nights 3 Rounds Bangkok Golf *
(Quadrillionaire Package)
Day 1 : Arrival in Bangkok
Upon your arrival in Bangkok airport, our local representative will welcome you and take you by private
chauffeur to a hotel in Bangkok, where you will check in for a 3 nights stay.

Day 2 : Bangkok

(Breakfast)
Begin your golfing escapade with a round at the celebrated Thai Country Club,
the pride of golf in Bangkok. Although the views are not dramatic, the course is
absolutely thrilling with quality of its strong design. Take on noteworthy holes
like the 200-yard par 3 6th Hole, and the 600-yard par 5 14th Hole from the back
tees. This course is a tried and tested championship course having hosted
multiple professional tournaments like the Volvo Masters Asia.

Day 3 : Bangkok

(Breakfast)

Play at one of the newest and most exciting addition to the Bangkok golf scene,
the Nikanti Golf Club. Featuring a rare design, the course comprises three
6-hole layouts rather than the traditional front and back 9. Over 18-holes,
instead of the conventional four par 3s and four 5s, there are instead six par 3s
and six par 5s, lending the additional drama and excitement. With mounds and
elevation changes that extend into its fast greens, this course is challenging and
memorable.

Day 4 : Departure from Bangkok

(Breakfast)

‘Save the best for last’ with a round at the fantastic Alpine Golf Club.
Consistently ranked amongst Thailand’s finest, the course was created from flat
rice paddy fields into its present undulating layout of rolling hills, lakes and
well-placed bunkers. The Alpine Golf Club has an interesting mix of memorable
holes like the stunning 12th Hole par 3, flanked entirely by an extensive beach
bunker around a contoured green. Tiger Woods captured the 2000 Johnnie
Walker Classic title at this fantastic venue.
At scheduled time, departure transfer to airport for homebound flight.

